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Objectives
Review some key principals in economic analyses
Review the steps to follow when doing an economic analysis

Economic Evaluation
“Economic evaluation is the comparative analysis of alternative courses of
action in terms of both their costs and their consequences.”
-Drummond et al. (2005)
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Why do we need to do economic
evaluations?
We have limited resources
We want to use our limited resources as efficiently as possible
As societies, we (through elected officials, other policymakers as well as
individually) decide how much to spend on health care, versus

◦ Education, Road work and repair, Job creation, Housing, Etc…
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Decisions, decisions…
Within the health sphere, we must distribute resources between
◦ Different institutions and care settings
◦ Different health conditions and goals
◦ Different approaches (primary prevention, acute treatment, rehabilitation,
secondary prevention, chronic disease management)
◦ New vs. established technologies and treatments

Economic analyses in health care
•Provide us with a systematic and transparent framework for assessing and
comparing costs and efficiency
•Designed to help clinicians, policymakers, payers make choices
•As such, any economic analysis always involves a choice between ≥ 2 options
◦ There must always be a comparison option
◦ It may be explicit e.g. treatment B compared to treatment A
◦ Or the comparator may be implicit e.g. current practice or “do nothing”

All health economic analyses:
•Share two major ingredients:

• 1) Cost (what do we pay or save if we choose one course of action vs. another)
• 2) Health outcomes or “consequence” (what do we get accordingly?)

•Compare alternative programs with common health outcomes
e.g. Novel diagnostic or treatment versus current standard of care
•Assess consequences of expanding existing program
e.g. scale up of Xpert or vaccine coverage

Economic Evaluation
A

Costs A
Consequences A

B

Costs B
Consequences B

Need to make a
decision between
option A & B
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Types of Economic Evaluations
1) Cost-minimization analysis
• Outcomes are identical – therefore preferred is cheapest

2) Cost-effectiveness analysis
• Outcomes are in natural units (e.g. cost per case averted)

3) Cost-utility analysis
• Outcomes measured by utilities (e.g. cost per QALY/DALY)

4) Cost-benefit analysis
• Outcomes measured in monetary terms

1. Cost minimization analysis
“Pure” cost comparison
The cheapest intervention is preferred

Health outcomes are not explicitly assessed
 They are implicitly assumed EQUIVALENT
 If health outcomes are not equivalent, then the analysis should not be
restricted to costs, and simple cost minimization is inappropriate

1. Cost minimization analysis
Example: sputum induction in an Arctic setting, vs. transfer of patients South for diagnosis

•In this example we would want to know if the cost of the
necessary equipment, supplies and personnel is outweighed by
savings on transport of patients out of the community

2. Cost-effectiveness analysis
•Both cost and health outcomes are explicitly considered
• Costs usually expressed as $
• Outcomes expressed in relevant health units

 Persons diagnosed with TB,
 years of life gained,
 persons cured, etc…
•Again, at least two alternatives are compared

2. Cost-effectiveness analysis
Imagine we are comparing interventions A and B
 A is standard treatment, and B is a novel treatment for the same condition

If B is cheaper than A AND more effective, then which should we choose?
If B is more expensive than A AND less effective, then which should we choose?

2. Cost-effectiveness analysis
Suppose B is more expensive than A, but also more effective—or
that B is cheaper than A, but also less effective
Then which should we choose?

The Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio
Basically “it depends”
We need to know the additional cost of the more expensive treatment, per
additional gain in health, i.e.
 Δ cost ÷ Δ health effect
This is known as the “incremental cost-effectiveness ratio,” or ICER

The ICER: an example
Diagnostic A is associated with 90% sensitivity for TB. It costs the NTP $10 per
specimen.
Diagnostic B is associated with 95% sensitivity for TB, and has a faster turn
around time. It costs the NTP $100 per specimen.

ICER example continued
The price difference between B and A is $90 per specimen ($100 - $10)
But the cost to the NTP per additional TB case detected is:

= Δ cost ÷ Δ health effect
= ($100 - $10)/(0.95 – 0.9)
= $18,000

Is diagnostic B worthwhile?
The decision to adopt B depends whether we consider $18,000/additional TB
case detected a reasonable figure
 Would it be better to spend this on something else?
The answer may depend on whose perspective is used
The perspective may also influence the cost figures (more on this later)

Is this ICER useful?
By itself, this result cannot tell us whether we should continue with combination
A, or adopt B instead
It really depends on our values, and on other possible choices and constraints
However, it makes the decision making process more explicit
 We have some data to work with, rather than just a judgment or “gut feeling”

3. Cost-utility analysis
A special type of cost-effectiveness analysis in which health effects are
expressed in units of quality- or disability-adjusted survival
 Quality-adjusted life years (QALYs)
 Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)
These allow us to capture both morbidity and mortality

Quality-adjusted life years (QALYs)
The basic premise is that “quality” of a particular state of health is captured on a scale
ranging from 0 (death) -1 (perfect health), which is then used to adjust survival
For example, 0.5 QALY could be
◦ Six months spent in perfect health
◦ One year spent in poor health, valued as halfway between death and perfect health
Several methods exist for obtaining these quality scores (usually patient interviews)

As it is not specific to any particular disease or condition, quality-adjusted survival can
be used to compare the health impacts of interventions that target different illnesses

Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)
Used by the World Health Organization
Similar to QALYs in general, except that DALYs are to be minimized/avoided
More narrow range of disability adjustment weights
 Makes LTBI treatment difficult to model
Derived from a panel of health care workers; weighted by age

Global Burden of Disease and disability
weights

DALY Weights

Cost-utility analysis
Report Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios: $ per QALY gained/DALY averted
Some suggest that “willingness to pay” thresholds of $50,000 or $100,000 per QALY
gained may help determine whether interventions represent a reasonable investment,
in high-income countries
Based on old estimates for standard treatments e.g. hemodialysis
In lower income countries, often assessed relative to per capita GDP e.g. cost per DALY
averted

Economic Evaluation:
In 9 easy steps!

Steps in an Economic Evaluation:
1. What is your research question?

2. What alternatives to consider/ interventions to compare?
3. Who is the target population for the intervention?
4. What perspective to model? Who is audience?

5. What is the analytic approach? Time frame?
6. What outcomes need to be measured?
7. What costs are to be included?
8. How do you report and interpret results?
9. Sensitivity analysis
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Research Question (PICO format)
DPS – What is the disease? Who are the patients/population? What is the
setting?
I/E – What is the intervention or exposure?
C – What is the control or comparator group?
O – What is the outcome or endpoint?
T – What is the time (horizon)?

D – What is study design?

PICO Example
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For the diagnosis of TB…
A) What is the current standard of care or “comparator” or your “base case”?
? Sputum Smear Microscopy
? Xpert
B) Compared to an alternative….

◦
◦
◦
◦

? Xpert
? Xpert POC or Ultra
? LED
? Smear POC

What comparisons are we interested in? This depends entirely on your research question!
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Alternative Scenarios- example
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Target Population & Setting
•Describe the population that the evaluation is pertinent to. You should include the following
details:
• Who is the target population? (e.g. Patients ages 16 years and older attending 12 health
facilities in India )
• How big is the population? (e.g. 50 patients per clinic )
• Where is the study/population based or what is the setting? (urban health clinics in Mumbai)
• If trial based- Eligibility criteria (e.g. active TB cases with microbiological confirmation)
• If there are exclusions - state this explicitly as it is important for generalizability of findings
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Study perspective
The perspective of a cost analysis refers to the standpoint at which costs and outcomes
are realized
The choice depends on your research questions and who your intended audience is
It dictates what costs and consequences to include in the analysis
Examples:
• Societal (ie. all costs and consequences which are borne by society related to that
intervention)
• Healthcare/health system
• Health insurance agencies
• Patient
• Family
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Analytic approach: Model or Trial based
Model based:
Involves using a simulation or decision analysis model to project findings over
time, or to different settings…
Often make projections about hypothetical populations
Often use trial data or data from the literature to consider more long term
outcomes (important for TB – ie. TB cases prevented)

Analytic approach
Trial or Program based
Evaluations are grounded in real life studies and settings

Usually use data collected prospectively or retrospectively from research
studies (ie. pilots, OR research, RCT) or programs

Study Timeframe
•The time frame for the analysis (time horizon) should be considered in the
context of the costs and consequences of the intervention under investigation.
◦ You would not accept a one-year time frame for an analysis of a vaccination
program, or an LTBI screening and treatment program

◦ The time frame must be the same for both costs and outcomes in a given
analysis
◦ If using a modelling approach, longer time frames (ie. 20 years) are very
common
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Outcomes
•Are we interested in intermediate outcomes?
•
•
•
•

Cases prevented
Cases diagnosed
Reduced BMI
Improved FEV

•Are we interested in final outcomes?

• That is, outcomes that consider the full (or as close as possible to) analytic horizon.
• Quality of life – generally used in model-based economic evaluation (but may be operationalized
for trial-based).

•Can be interested in BOTH!
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Estimating Costs
Expendable materials and supplies
Personnel time

 Direct observation (“time and motion” studies) vs. estimated share of total
hours worked

Shared costs (overhead) e.g. prorated share of hospital
administration, medical records, housekeeping, heating, etc.
Capital depreciation

 Most relevant for expensive equipment that is used repeatedly but has a
limited life span
 Like cars…

Helpful cost terminology
Discounting: This is in relation to our time preference. We (generally) prefer
things NOW rather than in the future, so we are willing to pay more for it now
than in the future (ie. A case averted now is better than one in the future).
International standard is to discount future costs and outcomes at 3% per year
•Capital vs. Recurrent Costs: The costs to start a program (equipment, buildings)
vs. the costs to run a program (staff, materials). Can annualize and discount
capital costs in a model.
•Currency, Year, Exchange Rate: Must specify this. Helps others relate the results
of your analysis and if you pull costs from previous literature, you must state
how you adjusted them to todays value.

Estimating Costs
• The BOTTOM UP approach

• The TOP DOWN approach

• Identify all resources used for services and assign a
value to each, which are then summed and linked to
a unit of activity to derive a unit cost.

• Divide the total expenditure by total units of activity.

• E.g. “the cost of TST is $10, cost of an isoniazid pill is
$0.10 etc…per LTBI case we need 1 TST, 270 pills etc…
the total cost of treating someone with LTBI is X”

• E.g. “the NTP spends $20,000,000 per year and has
1000 TB cases, costs are $20,000 per case”

• Transparent

• Data is easily available

• Very granular

• Is simple

• Highly versatile

• Low Cost

• Probably an underestimate as some costs can always
be missed

• Probably inaccurate and an overestimate
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Example: Switch to Xpert?
Consider two strategies: TB diagnosis with sputum smear and culture (A) and TB
diagnosis with Xpert (B)
Add up costs for each strategy
• Costs of the machine & cartridges, but also… Costs of treatment (incl. false-positives) &
additional testing

◦ Costs of overhead, maintenance, staffing, sputum cups, etc.
◦ Costs to patients?
Add up effectiveness (outcomes) for each scenario
◦ How should we measure effectiveness? More useful outcomes are harder to measure.
Diagnoses made -> treatments completed -> lives saved -> DALY/QALY

The Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio
(ICER)
•Is switching to Xpert worth the cost?

(Cost of B – Cost of A)

(Effectiveness of B – Effectiveness of A)
= ICER = $/ death averted
= $/ QALY gained

(CEA)
(CUA)

The Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio
(ICER)
•Is switching to Xpert worth the cost?

(Cost of Xpert – Cost of Smear/Culture)
(Effectiveness of Xpert – Effectiveness of Smear/Culture)
How much does it COST to SWITCH from smear to Xpert?
How much MORE EFFECTIVE is Xpert than smear/culture?

The Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio
(ICER)
•Is switching to Xpert worth the cost?

(Cost of Xpert – Cost of Smear/Culture)
(Effectiveness of Xpert – Effectiveness of Smear/Culture)
How much does it COST to SWITCH from smear to Xpert?
How much MORE EFFECTIVE is Xpert than smear/culture?

$500 per
additional case
diagnosed

Remember…
The interpretation of the ICER depends on our values, and on other possible
choices and constraints
However, it makes the decision making process more explicit
 We have some data to work with, rather than just a “gut feeling”
 This information can be used with other information sources to help decision
makers make decisions
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Sensitivity Analysis
Results of economic evaluations are subject to uncertainty and limited by
available data

Sensitivity analyses can provide insight into important drivers of predictions and
results
Important parameters are varied across a range (probabilities, cost, outcomes)
and the ICER is re-calculated
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Sensitivity Analysis- model based analyses
•One-way sensitivity analysis: you vary certain parameters, one at a time, to high
and low values (pre-specified) and see how your decision may change. Often
visualized using a tornado diagram.
•Threshold sensitivity analysis: you very certain parameters to determine at
which value your decision changes – this could include varying parameters that
are largely uncertain (e.g. below a TST sensitivity of 45%, the intervention is no
longer cost-effective). Visualized on a graph (usually).
•Probabilistic sensitivity analysis: you vary all parameters at once using
probabilistic distributions. This allows many different parameter combinations to
be run. Visualized using cost-effectiveness acceptability curves and efficiency
frontiers

A Tornado Diagram:

Results are most sensitive to these
parameters

Results are robust and less
sensitive to change in these
parameters

Mullie et al, 2017

